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a24blackkklansman also keeps its legs attached to the ground as the small horror label flutter debuts to $60k at no. 6, but is only at
$120k after 10 days. blackkklansman is a true original from spike lee and has been on the big screen for some time now, but for

some reason it continues to shy away from the top 10. it could have been a suicide squad-inspired horror movie. in the comedy and
horror arena, it also has a lot of competition and perhaps that will see the movie make more waves. so what does this weekend

have in store for us? consider suicide squadhas a further four avengers: endgame showing in its second weekend, detective
pikachu isnt going anywhere, and paramounts trolls world tour is launching a little later than its lead-in. on the other hand, im not
sure that solo: a star wars storys third weekend is all that great, since its likely to be hampered by a big holiday weekend. in any
event, box office will be an interesting tale to tell. i want to believe that we have reached the season of despair for the studios; a
summer where flatlinersshares the same fate as suicide squad. no, flatliners isnt dying or it would have passed away already. it's
just that no one is even interested in seeing what this college drama with a ton of stars is capable of. it's a chance for the likes of
annapurna to push its brand of "alternative" cinema in a summer where a lot of the audience is still post-blockbuster and looking

for something that will give them the same experience.
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maybe it's because theres a great movie on netflix, but the dc universe isnt as well-oiled as its marvel counterpart. if you look at
any of the best dc movies of the last 25 years, they are all so simple and basic, theyre like a series of atomic wedges. suicide

squadrepresents the best of what the dc cinematic universe could be, and its the strongest example of what dc can be if it doesnt
make movies that are formulaic and lazy. yet, suicide squadisnt perfect. they didnt get it right with captain tights, and they

certainly didnt get it right with wonder woman 1984. even though gunn has brilliantly created a team that is so cool, it feels too
much like its an online multiplayer game youre watching on your phone. i wouldnt have minded if this was the case, but in this day

and age, its not. in fact, suicide squadis one of four superhero movies in the dceu, along with wonder woman, directed by patty
jenkins, justice league directed by zack snyder, and shazam! directed by david f. sandberg. next year, dc will release aquaman and

detective comics directed by james wan, as well as birds of prey and mary poppins returns directed by mary parent. the dceu is
currently on track for its most profitable year in history with a proposed $1.1b, which is 12% higher than 2019s $1.09b, according
to deadline. the success of the dceu films isnt a surprise, with aquaman in particular doing very well after the june 17 release of
justice leagues opening weekend. however, suicide squaddid not do as well as expected with fans and critics, and the movie is in
direct competition with shazam! for first place in its second weekend. both suicide squad and shazam! are from dc and the two

movies will be in competition for many years. now its a matter of which one will be able to hold onto that first place position. also,
the movie is very similar to justice league and wonder woman from the dc universe. with the lineup of dceu coming, we might see a
similar situation with suicide squad, where fans might prefer the last two titles, and less so with shazam! which was wildly popular

with the film's fan base. 5ec8ef588b
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